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Magnus chase and the ship of the dead read online

Free reading books online Wow, wow, wow! Alex Fiero waved his hands as if there was a flag on the game. No one here was talking about Mead. Some kind of mistake has been made.... He hesitated, then frowned upon me. Right? Uh... I pointed to Samira, who backed away, out of range of Alex's cutting wire. I was just explaining- no matter what! Grows
rapidly. You're here now, but I can't get you in your cauldron. I'm just cooking down mead. A Viking ship can completely ruin the taste of honey! I glanced at the bubbling liquid around us. I'm suddenly glad I didn't have any breath of it. Honey? I asked. Alex doesn't growl to do what you dare call me. Presumably he was joking. I didn't want to ask. A massive
hand emerged on us, and Frowny tied our ship from the mast. They are too small to look at properly, he complained. Let things scale things down. I hate it when huge people changed the proportions of reality. Instantly the world telescopes around me. My stomach was shattered. My ears popped up. My eyes expanded the pain in their sockets. tall talk!
moderation! assault! I stumbled on my feet, and found myself standing with my friends in the middle of a huge Viking hall. In a corner, our ship lay on its side, hot mead still dripping from the hull. The walls of the room were columned with dozens of ship keels, soaring hundreds of feet and winding inward as an edgy roof roof. Instead of filling plaster in space
between planks or columns, there was nothing but ripping green water, held in place by no physics that I understood. Here and there, doors lined water walls, leading to other underwater chambers, I guessed. The floor was carpeted in squishy kelp which made me glad I had shoes. The layout of the hall was not very different from your typical Viking party
pad. A rectangular feast table dominates the space, with chairs of red coral carved on either side, and at the far end decorated with a wide throne, pearls and shark jaws. Freestanding braziers burned with ghostly green flames, filling the hall with a smell like toasted seaweed. The main hearth cauldron hanging on fire was floating in us, although it now
appeared to be much less massive - perhaps just big enough in to cook a team of bulls were engraved with the polished bronze sides of the pot with the design of waves and snarky faces. Our host/captor, frowny-dad's huge man, stood in front of us, crossed his arms, knit his brow. He was now only twice as tall as a human. His army-cuffs of green skinny
jeans were turned on pointed black shoes. His suit vest was buttoned on a white dress shirt, pushed back up to show lots of runic tattoos swirling on his forearm. With his Panama hat and his gold-rimmed glasses, he looked like an excited Whole Foods shopper, In the express line behind a bunch of people with too many items, when all he wanted to do was
buy his macrobiotic matchbox smoothie and leave. Behind her, in a loose semicircle, nine wave girls — who weren't — stood up doing the (shocking) wave. Each giantess was terrific in their own particular way, but they all leered and pushed each other around with the same level of giggling and excitement, like fans waiting for a star to come through the
stage door so they could tear him to pieces to show his love. I recalled my encounter with Sea Goddess Ran, who had described her husband as a hitter who liked microbrewing. At the time, the description was too awkward to understand. Afterward, it seemed ridiculous. Now it seemed a little too real, because I'm pretty sure the hipster God in question stood
right in front of me. You are Aegir, I guessed. God of the sea. Aegir grunted in a way that contained yes, then? You still tainted my mead. And here... I became Gulzar. Are these lovely women your daughters? Of course, he said. Nine Giantesses of Waves! The tallest girl said, This snowingleva, hefring, HR? NN- I am hefring, dad. Is that human resource?
Pm. Well, Aegir said. and Unn. And Bylgya-Bigly? Mallory asked, who was doing her best to hold a half-conscious Halfborn. Good to meet all of you! Samira yelled, before Aegir could introduce Comet, Cupid, and Rudolph. We claim guest rights! Samira was smart. In some humble Joton families, claiming guest rights can give you a free pass, at least
temporarily. Aegir harrumphed. What do you take me for, a barbarian? Of course you have guest rights. Despite the fact that you ruined my mead and you have an outrageous yellow ship, you are now in my house. We at least dine together before I decide what to do with you. Unless one of you has magnus chase, of course, in which case I will kill you right
now. One of you he's not, I hope? No one responded, though all of my friends dang it, like Magnus dazzled at me. Just fantasy... I said. If we had a Magnus Chase, why would you kill him? Because I promised my wife, ran! Aegir cried. For some reason, he hates that guy! Nine daughters nodded loudly, humming, hating him. A lot. Yes, tons. ah ! alas! an
expression of pain. I'm glad I was drenched in mead. Maybe it would hide the sweat popping on my forehead. And where is your beloved wife? Total 110 pages: Last 1617181920212223242526 never a tenth of the presence of the mind when I encountered Loki.   My conscience did not respond! Then the frenzy broke down in the cry.   Thanks to the rain, I
finally managed to sleep, but my dreams were not relaxing nor were they convinced.   I found myself back on the ship of Naglfar, dead. The masses of Decks, rags and mildew armor hanging from their bodies, their spears and swords corroded like burnt matchsticks. The last remnants of burning the warriors' spirits hold fluttering inside their rib cages like blue
flames.   Thousands over thousands foredeck, where hand-painted banners hung along the tracks and waved from yards in frigid air: make some noise!, go, DRAUGR, Go!, RAGNAROK and ROLL!, and other slogans were so terrible they could only be written by the disgraced dead.   I did not see Loki. But standing on top, cobbled together by the nails of a
dead men on stage, was a huge one so old I almost thought he could be one of the dead. I'd never seen him before, but I'd heard stories about him: Hrym, the ship's captain. His name was meant to be shabby. Her bare arms were debilitating by pain. Sticking to your leather head like Wisps icicles of white hair, let me think of the pictures I found in prehistoric
melting glaciers. The moldy white fur covered his ruined frame.   His pale blue eyes, though, were pretty much alive. He couldn't have been as weak as he looked. In one hand, he showed a fight — bigger than Aix I was. In the other hand there was a shield made of the sternum of some giant animal, replacing the ribs fitted with studded iron sheets.   Soldiers
of Helheim! Giant Bello. Look at!   He gestures across gray water. Glacier rocks at the other end of the bay crumbled more quickly, sloughing into the sea with ice cracking and distant artillery-like sounds.   The path will soon be clear! Vishal shouted. Then we sail to battle! Death to the gods!   The cry went around me — the disgusting voice of the hollow, long-
dead chant taking.   Thankfully, my dream shifted. I stood at the wheat field plowed recently on a hot sunny day. In the distance, wild flowers blanketed the rolling hills. In addition, milk-white waterfalls fell under the edges of picturesque mountains.   Some part of my brain thought: Finally, a pleasant dream! I'm in a commercial for organic whole wheat bread!  
Then an old man in blue robes hobbled towards me. The long journey had her clothes cracked and stained with mud. His wide-filled hat shaded his face, though I could make his greying beard and secret smile.   When he catapulted me, he looked up, revealing an eye that gleamed with malicious humor. The second eye socket was dark and empty.   I'm
Bolverk, although of course I knew it was Odin, he said. In addition to his less-than-creative disguise, once you hear Odin give a keynote speech on the best fearless practices, you never forget his voice. I'm here to make you deal a lifetime.   From the bottom of his cloak, he produced an object the size of a cheese round, covered in cloth. I was afraid it might
be a Inspirational CD collection. Then he unlaped it, revealing a circular whitestone of gray quartz. It reminded me of the bashing end of Hrungnir Maul, only the smaller and less maul lol. Odin/Bolwork offered it to me. Will you pay the price? Suddenly Odin was gone. Before me has a face so big I couldn't take it at all: green eyes with vertical slits for pupils to
shine, nostrils dripping with leather mucus. The stench of acid and rotten meat burned my lungs. The maw of the creature opened me to reveal rows of jagged triangular teeth ready to slice - and I sat straight bolts, screaming in my bed of tarps. Above me, light filter through dim grey skylight. The rain had stopped. T.J. sat across me, munching a bagel, an
odd pair of glasses on his face. Each lens had a clear center, adjacent to a ring of amber glass, Jay looked like he had acquired a second set of irises. Finally, he said! He noted. Nightmares, right? My whole body felt nervous, like a change coin ripping inside the separator machine. Wh - What's going on? I asked. What's with glasses? Alex Fiero appeared in
the doorway. A scream that high can only be magnus. Ah, good. You're awake. He threw me a brown paper bag that smelled of garlic. Come on. Time is being wasted. She led us to the main room where her ceramic duality buddies still lay in pieces. She circled the table, examining her work and nodding with satisfaction, although I couldn't see that anything
had changed. It's alright! Yes We are good. I opened the paper bag and frowned. You left me a garlic bagel? Last awake, last choice, Alex said. My breath is going to be horrible. More awesome, Alex right. Well, that's fine. I'm not kissing you. Are you kissing him, Jay? Was not planning on it. T.J. boiled the last part of his bagel into his mouth and grinned. I -- I
didn't say anything about it — I stammered. I didn't mean... My face felt like it was crawling with fire ants. Whatever it is. T.J. I'm good at easily changing conversations like this when I'm embarrassed. It's a gift. T.J. wiggleed his new glasses. You helped my memory, Magnus Outing, talking about that sniper last night! So I dreamed about Hrungnir and his
those weird Amber eyes, and I saw myself laughing and shooting him dead. Then, when I woke up, I remember I had these in my lust. Totally forgot about them! It seemed like Jay dreamed way better than I did, which was no surprise. They are sniper glasses, he explained. They are what we used before the scope was invented. I bought this couple in
Valhalla, oh, a hundred years ago, I think, so I'm pretty sure they spell. Can't wait to try them out! I was suspicious Was going to stand still, while Jay sliced on it from a safe distance. I also doubted that any of us would be laughing a lot today. But I didn't want to spoil JJ's pre-combat discussion. I turned to the ceramic warrior. So, what pottery barn is going on
with the man? Why is he still in pieces? Alex beams. Pottery Barn? Good name! But we are not assuming pottery barn penis. Uh. Okay. Best of luck to me. She took a deep breath, then explored her fingers across the two faces of the ceramic warrior. Ceramic pieces clatter and fly together as if they had been magnetic. Pottery sat the barn and focused on
Alex. The faces were still harsh clay, but the frozen twin sneer suddenly seemed angry, hungrier. The bases of the eyes on the right flashed with golden light. Yes! Alex pulled out with relief. Okay. Pottery barn is nonbinary, as I suspect. Favorite pronouns are they and them. And they're ready to fight. Pottery jumped from the barn table. Their organs were
brewed and scraped like stones against cement. They stood about eight feet tall, which was pretty scary for me, but I wondered if they stood a chance against whatever clay warrior Hrungnir had made. The pottery barn must have felt my doubts. They turned their face towards me and raised their right fists-a heavy mud vase came out of the blood. Stop that!
Alex ordered. He's not the enemy! Pottery Barn turned to Alex as if you ask for sure about that? Alex speculated, perhaps he doesn't like garlic. Magnus, finish that bagel early and let's get on the road. We can't keep our enemies waiting! As we walked through the morning streets of York, I ate my garlic bagel and told my friends about my dreams. Our new
friend clanked along the pottery barn next to us, ah, drawing rejection looks from sleepy locals like tourists. My story kept J.J.'s attention, so he didn't tease too many Yorkshire folk thank yous and teaming hands with. Hmm, he said. I wish I knew why we needed whey tstone. I think maybe Odin discussed the Bolwork incident in one of his books - The Asir
Path to Win? Or was it the art of piracy? I can't remember the details. A big animal with green eyes, you say? And too many teeth. I tried to shake memory. Maybe Odin killed the animal to get stones? Or maybe he hit the animal in the face with stone, and that's how he got Mead? T.J. Frown. He pitched his new glasses at the rim of his hat. Neither seems
right. I don't remember any monsters. I'm pretty sure Odin stole Mead from the Giants. I recalled my earlier dream about Fazler and Gajler's Chain-Saw massacre. But didn't the dwarves kill Kvasir? How did the Giants get Mead? JJ Serka । All the old stories are basically about a group Another group to steal their belongings. Perhaps that is the case.   It made
me proud to be a Viking. Ok, but we don't have much time to figure it out. The glaciers that I saw are melting rapidly. In midsummer, like, twelve days now, but I think Loki will be able to sail before long for the ship. Alex said, Guys. How about this? First, we beat the giant, so we talk about our next impossible task?   It seemed sensible, although I doubt Alex
just wanted me to keep quiet so I wouldn't breathe more garlic in his direction.   Anyone know where we're going? I asked. What is a Konungsgurtha?   It means King's Court, JJ said.   Was that in his travel book?   No. T.J. laughed. Old Norse 101. Have you not taken that class yet? I had a scheduling conflict, I muttered.   Well, it's England. There's got to be a
king somewhere with a court around.   Alex stopped at the next intersection. He pointed to a sign. What about King Square? Will that happen?   The pottery barn seemed like it. He turned his double faces in that direction and stopped. We followed because it would have been irresponsible to let an eight-foot-long pile of ceramics walk along through the city
without.   We got a place. Hurray.   King Square wasn't a square, and it wasn't very kingly. The streets made a Y around Paved Park in a triangular grey slate, with a few scrub trees and a couple of park benches. Nearby buildings were dark, storefronts were closed. The only soul in sight was the giant Hrungnir, his shoes named planted on both sides of a
pharmacy, appropriately enough, shoes. The giant was dressed in his own quilted armor, his shaggy limestone beard freshly avalanche, his amber eyes bright with bright that can't —kill to wait — you shine. His maul stood upright next to him like the world's largest festive pole.   When Hrungnir saw us, his mouth split into a grin that would have made the
hearts of masons and bricks flutter. Well, well, you showed up! I think you'd run away was the beginning. He knit his gravel eyebrows. Most people run away. It's very annoying. I said, Why can't imagine.   MMM. Hrungnir Nodded in pottery barn. This is your ceramic second, eh? Doesn't look like much. You just wait, Alex promised.   I look forward to it! There
was a huge spurt. I love killing people here. You know, long ago - he pointed to a nearby pub - the Norse King of Jowick's Court stood there. And where you stand, Christians had a church. To see? You're walking on someone's grave.   Sure enough, the slab of slate under my feet was carved with a name and dates too faded to read. The whole square was
paved with tombstones, from the floor of the old church. This Walking on so many dead people made me nauseous, even though I was technically a dead person myself. The giant chuckled. Sounds fitting, right? Already so many dead people here, what else is there? Are you ready she encountered Jay? Ready for birth, JJ said. Ready died. Ready to revive.
But I'm giving you one last chance, Hrungnir. It is not too late to opt for bingo. Hecker! No, a little einherji! I worked on my fighting partner all night. I don't intend to waste him on bingo. Mokkerkalfe, get over here! The ground shook with a squishy thump, the thamp. A man of clay appeared from around the corner. He was nine feet tall, raw-shaped, still wet
glistening. He sounded like something I could do in pottery — an ugly, lumpy creature with arms too thin and legs too thick, no more than a drop with his head face carved into two eyes and a parody. Next to me, pottery started clattering the barn, and I didn't think it was from excitement. Big doesn't mean strong, I told them under my breath. Pottery Barn
turned their faces toward me. Of course, their expressions didn't change, but I felt both mouths were telling me the same thing: shut up, Magnus. Alex crossed her arms. She had tied her yellow raincoat around her waist, revealing plaid pink and green sweaters - the vest I thought of as her combat uniform. You do sloppy work, Hrungnir. You say a clay man?
And what kind of name is Mokarklaph? The giant raised his eyebrows. We'll see whose job is sloppy when the fight starts. Mokkerkalfe haze means calf! A poetic, honorable name for a warrior! Alex said, uh-huh. Well, it's pottery barn. Hrungnir scratched his beard. I agree, that's also a poetic name for a warrior. But can it fight? They can fight just properly,
Alex promised. And they'll take down that your lava pile, no problem. Pottery Barn I like to see your creator? Enough thing! Hrungnir hefted his maul and scowled in T.J. We would start, little man? Thomas Jefferson Jr. put on his amber-rimmed glasses. He unsalted his rifle and removed a small cylindrical paper packet from his kit. This rifle also has a poetic
name, he said. It's a Springfield 1861. Made in Massachusetts, just like me. He opened the cartridge with his teeth, then put the material in the rifle's muzzle. They pulled ramrod out and put the powder and the ball down and jammed it. I used to be able to shoot three rounds a minute with this beauty, but I've been practicing for several hundred years. Let's
see if I can do five rounds in a minute today. He pulled out a small metal cap from the pouch on his side and set it under the hammer. I'd seen him do it all before, but the way he could load, talk, and walk At the same time the pottery wheel was as magical as Alex's skill. For me, it would have been like trying to tie my shoes and whistle star-spangled banner
while jogging. Very well! Shouted Hrungnir. Let tvirviji start! My first job was my favorite — getting out of the way. I scrambled right as the giant mallet slammed into a tree, smashing it to the kindle. With a dry crack, Jay's rifle discharged. Roared in huge pain. She staggered backward, streaming smoke from her left eye, which was now black instead of Amber.
It was rude! Hrungnir picked up his mallet again, but Jay circled his blind side, calmly reloading. His second shot was sparked by Vishal's nose. Meanwhile, Mokkerkalfe further wood, swinging his small arms, but the pottery barn was quick. (I wanted to credit the great work I did on their horoscope joints.) the cry of a cuckoo reminding lovers of each other. B
came behind the Ducks and Mokkerkalfe aside, both vase fists in his back off. Unfortunately, his fist sank into Mokkerkalfe's soft gooey meat. As Mokkerkalfe turned, trying to confront his opponent, P. B yanked off his feet and was dragged around like a ceramic tail. Let go! Alex yelled. Pottery Barn! Oh, meinfretr. She let him loose the garrote, though how he
could really help without fighting, I wasn't sure. Well trained! T.J.'s musket ball ricocheted the giant's neck, shattering the second-story window. I was surprised locals hadn't already come out to check the commotion. Maybe there was a strong glamour at work. Or maybe the good people of York were used to viking early morning/early morning. T.J. reloaded
as Vishal pressed him back. Stand still, a little mortal! Roar hrungnir. I want to break you! King Square was a quarter closer to Jotun. T.J. Hrungnir's blind side tried to stay on, but The Giant only needed a well-timed move or a lucky swipe to flatten TJ into an infantry pancake. Hrungnir regained his maul. T.J. leaped to one side just in time as the maul
splintered a dozen tombstones, leaving a ten-foot-deep hole in the courtyard. In the meantime, Alex lashed out at his wire. He lassoed the feet of the pottery barn and freed them. Unfortunately, he put a little too much muscle into it just as Mokkerkalfe swed in the same direction. With extreme speed, pottery went flying across the barn square and smashed
through the store's window offering a payday loan. Mokeklf turned to Alex. The mud man sounded wet gurgling in his chest like a growling of carnivorous toad. Alex said, Wow there, boy. I wasn't really fighting. I'm not yours- GURGLE! Mokkerkalfe introduced himself like a wrestler, more quickly than I would have thought possible, and Alex disappeared under
300 pounds of wet clay. No! I am   Before I could move or even process how to help Alex, Jay yelled at the other end of the courtyard.   Yes! Hrungnir raised his fist. Wrapped in his fingers, struggling helplessly, was Thomas Jefferson Jr.   A squeeze, huge claim, and this competition is over!   I stood paralyzed. I wanted to break into two parts, become a
duality like our ceramic warrior. But even if I could, I didn't see how I could help any of my friends.   Then Vishal tightened his fist and J.J. roared into pain.   Pottery barn saved the day.   (And, no. It's not a line I ever thought I would use.)   Our ceramic friends blasted off from a third story window above the payday loan office. They threw themselves at
Hrungnir's face, clamping his legs around the giant's upper lip and both whaling his nose with his vase fists.   PFBAH! Get off! Hrungnir staggered, releasing Jay, who landed in an imperfect pile.   Meanwhile, Mokkerkalfe struggled to get to what would have been tougher with Alex Fierro hammered on his chest. From under his weight, Alex groans. Relief
washed up on me. He was alive and could live that way for a few more seconds. Triage decision: I ran toward Jay, whose condition I wasn't so optimistic about.   I knelta on his side, put my hand against his chest. I almost snatched my hand again because the damage I felt was so bad. A trickle of red etched the corner of his mouth like he's been drinking
Tizer — but I knew it wasn't Tizer.   Wait, mate, I hummed. I got you.   I glanced at Hrungnir, who was still stumbling around trying to grab pottery barn from his face. So far all is good. On the other side of the square, Mokkerkalfe had himself peeled away from Alex and now stood on top of him, gurgling angrily and pounding his blobby fists together. Not so
good.   I jerked off to Runeston from my neck chain and called Summerbrander.   Jack! I screamed.   What? He yelled back.   Alex's defense!   What?   But do it without really fighting!   What?   Just keep that mud giant off him!   What?   Distracted him. Go!   I'm glad he didn't say what again, or I worried that my sword was being deaf.   Jack flew to
Mokkerkalfe, positioning himself between clay man and Alex. Hey man! Jack's runs repulsed his blade up and down like equalizer lights. You want to hear a story? A song? Want to dance?   Ship of the Dead by Rick Riordan/Fantasy/Young Adult has 5 rating out of 5/11.2009
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